THIS IS AN AUTOMATED EMAIL, PLEASE DO NOT REPLY DIRECTLY TO THIS.
WE CAN BE CONTACTED FROM THE CONTACT US SECTION OF OUR WEBSITE
Thank you for choosing us for your journey
This email is to confirm your reservation.
Below you will find your reservation summary. The reservation number
provided must be presented to any company official on request at the time of travel.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------YOUR RESERVATION SUMMARY
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Megatrain Reservation for:
2 passengers
Price paid:

£2.00

Megatrain Reservation Number
1/2-7560-150108-MT5-1445-SAL-WAT
Megatrain Journey information:
Tue 15 January 2008
Salisbury to London Waterloo
14:45 Depart Salisbury
16:19 Arrive London Waterloo

---------------------------------------------------------------------------Megatrain Reservation for:
2 passengers
Price paid:

£2.00

Megatrain Reservation Number
1/2-5494-150108-MT5-0850-WAT-SAL
Megatrain Journey information:
Tue 15 January 2008
London Waterloo to Salisbury
08:50 Depart London Waterloo
10:18 Arrive Salisbury

---------------------------------------------------------------------------Reservation Fee : 0.50
Total Charge : 4.50
---------------------------------------------------------------------------IMPORTANT INFORMATION
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Please note that the departure and arrival times provided above are for the
main terminus points you selected. Megabus passengers may choose to board
or alight the bus at a different point on the route. For a list of additional
pick-up and drop-off points and appropriate departure and arrival times on
these journeys please log-on to our website and select the Timetable link.
Megatrain passengers should note that you must alight and board at these
points and it is a condition of travel that you do not alight or board
at other points on the route.

You will require your reference number to travel, take it with you
and present it to any company official on request; this entitles you to
travel on the journey specified at time of booking.
If you are an Entitlement Card Holder in Scotland and have reserved a
concession seat on a megabus you will also require to present your Entitlement Card
to the driver when boarding the bus.
Passengers are required to be at their departure point at least 10 minutes prior
to the scheduled departure time, this allows us to board passengers in a timely
manner avoiding any delays that may impact on the departure of the service.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------RESERVATIONS BY PHONE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------You can now book by phone by calling 0900 160 0900. Lines are open
8am - 9pm 7 days a week. Calls cost 60p per minute from landlines, mobile
calls may vary. This service is provided by Journeycall Ltd.
Have a pleasant trip!

